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Erin Williams
Professor Kate Clair
CDE 504 Design Pioneers
July 11, 2018
István Orosz
István Orosz is a Hungarian graphic designer known for creating work with double
meanings. He often uses optical illusions, forced perspectives, and anamorphic drawings to
persuade the viewer to take a moment to study his work, because the deeper meanings are only
revealed through contemplation. Using engravings and lithographs to produce his work gives it a
classic, timeless quality. His love for engraving combined with his love for mathematical art has
made his work comparable to that of M.C. Escher. Orosz, however, will ask the viewer to take his
work a step further. He begs you to find the hidden meanings and double entendres for he derives
his excitement from challenging the viewer to not accept things as they appear to be.
István was born in the city of Kecskemét, Hungary on October 24, 1951. His father was a
literature professor, and while there’s not much written about his mother, we know she loved the
theater. When István was a young boy he enjoyed studying 16th and 17th century emblem books.
These books were collections of allegorical stories that were illustrated with an icon or image, and
a motto that summed up the moral of the story. They had a brief text accompanying the images,
explaining the symbolism behind each image and its motto. Viewing Orosz’s work you can see he
adeptly learned to communicate through the use of symbols and icons, but he has left the
explanation up to the viewer.
He grew up under Communist rule in Hungary and attended a normal high school rather
than a vocational school for artists. Despite this he was accepted into the prestigious Hungarian
University of Art & Design in the Hungarian capital of Budapest. There he studied graphic design.
The graphic design program at the university was broader than the highly regulated fine arts
painting programs which focused on one particular painting master. This program in graphic
design allowed Orosz more freedom to explore disciplines (Török 25). While at the University,
Orosz had the opportunity to study with Ernő Rubik, the inventor of the Rubik’s cube, who was a
professor of architecture (Gehman). Orosz took an elective animation course staffed by the staterun film studio Pannonia. He was greatly influenced by the technical mastery of painters of the
Renaissance whom he studied in college. He was enamored with the rules of perspective and the
mathematical drawing of Leonardo DaVinci and Jan van Eyck.
To earn a living while at school, he worked for a monthly journal created for museums
called Muzsak (the Muses), where he was inspired by the editors and printers (Török 25).
Newsprint illustrations remain an inspiration for Orosz even today. He adopted the mind-set of a
newsprint illustrator, seeing it as his duty to interpret and communicate information to the masses.
He also took on their style of illustration, preferring to use traditional methods such as wood
cutting and etching to create his work. At first glance his work seems older than it is, this is by
design. He’s setting the stage for his illusion, using the style of old-time newspaper etchings before
the days of photography. He’s asking you to trust the illustration, and then he casts his illusion,
creating impossible objects and hidden faces.
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István graduated from the University of Art & Design in 1975. Pannonia Film Studio offered him
an apprenticeship after he graduated. In 1978 Orosz won a competition with his film Silence
which honored Hungarian poet Ednre Ady. After winning this award, he went on to direct
animated films on a regular basis.
Orosz’s next film was completed in 1984, was 30 minutes long also featured a poet. This
time the featured patriot and poet was Sándor Petőfi. He is still considered Hungary's national
poet and a liberal revolutionary in the Hungarian Revolution of 1848. The film titled Ah,
America! is a documentary about the woes of the migrants who fled in masses from Hungary to the
United States before World War I. It’s narrated using the diaries of immigrants and letters
written to their families back home in Hungary. Beginning in San Francisco, the film travels
backward in time across the U.S. by train, by boat across the ocean, and back to their home
country of Hungary, ending with the poem by Petőfi (https://youtu.be/uDLPOYS_HV8, time:
25:47).

The globe and lands long roam you may, that God’s own hand did toil to make,
and nowhere under the sun you’d find, the equal of this land so fine.
Yet should a main with disdain see, or look upon this land with grief?
If God’s great hat the world should be, Old Hungary its posy seems!
Such beauty, color there do bloom, such richness in this land abounds.
Yet blessings many this great land’s poor, orphan’d ways they could not mend
All dressed in rags and hunger-torn, to perish it must fear forlorn.
István directed Ah, America! as well as helped animate it. He acted in the film appearing as
Immigrant #4 along with his wife Dóra Keresztes, and their son Márton Orosz. Dóra Keresztes,
who attended the University with him, also helped to ink the animations in the film. Long-time
friend, András Török, also appeared in this film. Török is a cultural historian and has written
about Orosz. The film went on to win awards: Award of the International Film Club Associations
at the International Film Festival (Oberhausen, 1986) and Award of the International Animated
Film Festival (Espinho, 1987).
Mind the Steps, completed in 1989, was his next animated film. Completely animated and
lasting six minutes, this film also had political and patriotic ties to Hungary. Set in a courtyard of a
typical apartment building in Budapest, the film takes the viewer on a surreal journey on an
Escherian staircase. The film consists of black and white animations reminiscent of silent films,
having no words and the only text is the title “Mind the Steps!” flashed in English, Hungarian
(Vigyázat Lépcső!), and German (Achtung! Treppe!). The film loops the viewer around over and
under the stairs and through the courtyard. Orosz described his film as, “a geometrical paradox
and a political parable at the same time.” The film focuses on a young boy bouncing a ball. The
boy seems to be in search of a way out, but in this maze of stairs up is down and down is up and
the stairs are filled with odd strangers, and men moving large furniture. At one point a military
tank appears in the bottom of the courtyard, its gun spinning with the shadows of the sun indicating
the passage of time. The film ends with the boy throwing his ball down the stairs and the ball
bouncing in an endless loop. Dóra Keresztes, Orosz’s wife, also helped make this film. The film
won Orosz awards and acclaim in International Film Festivals. The film won the following honors:
Main Prize of “Mediawave” International Film Festival (Győr, 1991); Selected for the official
program of "Berlinale" (Berlin, 1991); Selected for the "Best of Hiroshima" in the International
Animated Film Festival (Hiroshima, 1991); Prize of the Hungarian film critics (Budapest, 1990).
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When Orosz wasn’t making films, he was receiving commissions for poster designs.
Hungary was still under Communist rule, and his projects were assigned by the government. Since
consumer products were scarce, there was no need to advertise them. His work was often to
create posters for theaters, films, and exhibitions. In an article written for Print Magazine almost a
decade later, Orosz recalled this time with nostalgia saying, “Ironically, some very creative things
were being done in that ‘repressed’ society. Film posters were always based on the artist’s personal
interpretation of the film. There was very little type. Sometimes, even if there were four actors and
actresses, only one name would appear; sometimes, it was just a title for the film and the director.
Here in the U.S., the image is always controlled by the market.” (Haiman)
In the early 1980s, about five years after graduating, Orosz co-founded the Hungarian
poster group D.O.P.P., along with Krzysztof Ducki, Peter Pocs, and Sandor Pinezehelyi. The
group collaborated making posters to promote freedom of personal expression and freedom of
political expression. In 1983, Peter Pocs’ poster for the Hungarian Film Company’s production of
Lucky Daniel was taken down and Pocs hid all remaining posters (Aulich). The group continued
making posters, and in 1989 Orosz created his most famous poster, ‘Tovarishi Adieu’. The poster
(see fig. 1) featured the back of a Soviet officer’s head and across the top it called out to the Soviets
using the Russian word for comrades, ‘Tovarishi’ and posted on top was the French word for
goodbye, ‘Adieu.’ Creating this poster was a sassy way of telling the Soviets to go home. The
poster became a symbol of change, and the Hungarian Democratic Forum
adopted it as their election poster a year later with one small change. They
asked the word ‘adieu’ be changed to the Russian work ‘Koniets’ meaning
‘the end’ or ‘it’s over.’ The poster quickly became the most produced poster
in Hungarian history. Ever humble, Orosz claims his fame was just luck, and
just happened to be perfectly timed with the Soviet’s retreat. (O’Brien) Orosz’s
poster left an imprint on the nation’s psyche and helped move the country
forward having united the people with mindset which welcomed change.
Although he is Hungarian, István’s last name “Orosz” means
Fig. 1. Orosz, István.
“Tovarishi Koneic!”
“Russian” in the Hungarian language. Having come of age in the era of
1989
Soviet-Russian Rule, he had become keenly aware of hidden meanings and
innuendo when talking about politics openly was forbidden and censorship reigned over all he
produced. Even after the revolution, Orosz still had mixed feelings about his name. His friend,
András Török, suggested he adopt an ‘Artist’s Name’ and in 1984 Orosz began using the name
‘Utisz’ (“István Orosz: Archives”). Utisz is Hungarian for the Greek word ‘Outis’ which means ‘no
one.’ ‘No-one’ is the name Odysseus gave to the cyclops after he blinded him in the cave. When
the cyclops cried out in pain, the others asked who had hurt him, and in answering, “No one,” the
cyclops did not receive help. Orosz enjoyed the double meaning in this name and adopted ‘Utisz’
as his own. In reference to his poster work, Orosz has said, “It is nothing else but an Odysseus'
gesture: some kind of attack upon the eye.” His posters are full of hidden meaning and illusion
that trick and baffle the eye.
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Despite his success with political posters and films, Orosz was not particularly
interested in politics. According to his blog post ‘Raven-Morph,’ he started to notice,
“the strange duality of posters, that is, they mean different things if seen from a
distance and from close and the miracle of the moving image led me to experiment
with illusion in fine arts.” Working under Communist rule had instilled
Figure 2. Droeshout, Martin.
within him an excitement for dual meanings. While ‘Tovarishi Adieu’
"Shakespeare" 1623
might be his most famous poster, Orosz has said that his favorite is
the poster he designed for the Victoria and Albert Museum of
Shakespeare (see fig. 3) (O’Brien). From afar the viewer sees the
bust of Shakespeare himself wearing his unmistakable collar from
the Martin Droeshout engraving (see fig. 2). When viewed closer, it
is revealed that the collar is a stage and the head has been formed
from figures: musicians or actors in a play.
Orosz’s love and respect for the masters has given him a
vocabulary that translates globally. His work has been exhibited
internationally in many places including: Tokyo; Colorado; Poland;
New York; Chicago; Mexico City; Kansas City; Istanbul; Stockholm;
Amsterdam; Paris; Melbourne; Prague; London; Berlin; Rome;
Connecticut; Moscow; Venice; New Delhi; Barcelona; Beijing;
Taipei; and in 1988, he even came close to us at Kutztown
University at an exhibit at the Payne Gallery in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. In 1993, Japanese designer Shigeo Fukuda was

Figure 3. Orosz, Istvan.
"Shakespeare"

particularly impressed with the younger designer’s work and wrote an article in IDEA magazine
entitled ‘István Orosz’s Visual Tricks.’ The article is in both Japanese and English and features a
collection of Orosz’s images, a short five paragraph summary of Orosz’s work, a brief bio on the
artist, and a photo of Orosz standing with the author. In the article Fukuda declares his fascination
with Orosz, “He draws my interest and I pay attention to his work.” A year later, Print magazine
editor Carol Stevens and professor György Haiman published an article on his works titled,
‘Smiting the Eye.’ The title references the deeper meaning behind
Orosz’s artist name ‘Utisz’s particularly the quote where he refers to his
work as an attack on the eye. This lengthy article ran eight pages and
featured a collection of Orosz’s work including two full page images.
The article boasts of the magazine’s discovery of Orosz back in 1974
when he was still a student and his art was selected to win the Print
Student Cover Design Competition and his work was on the cover of
the magazine. His cover was an illustrated insect alphabet. Orosz
reminisced about the magazine’s influence on his life in a recent blog
posted in March, titled ‘Without Print.’ The article laments the fact
that Print magazine will no longer be physically printed. He is thankful
for his exposure in the magazine, noting it is, “probably due to my
work published in Print I've been able to work on several American
Figure 4. Orosz, Istvan. "Print
jobs and I could work for papers such as the New York Times, Wall
Student Cover Design
Competition" 1974
Street Journal and Scientific American.”
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In the Print article, Haiman described Orosz’s work as falling into
two categories. The first we’ve already discussed, posters that have two
images, one seen from afar, and another up close. He labeled these as
having ‘the Archimboldo effect’ after Giuseppe Arcimboldo the 16c. Italian
painter whose portraits and fantastic landscapes were composed of fruit
and vegetables. The second category of Orosz’s work is Anamorphosis.
As Orosz’s fascination with enigmas and meaning grew, so did his
methods of drawing illusions. Anamorphosis is a distorted projection or
drawing that appears normal from a particular view point or when viewed
in a mirror or lens. The word “Anamorphosis” is Greek, meaning
‘reformation’ or ‘back-formation.’ There are two types of Anamorphosis:
Perspective or oblique and Mirror or catoptric.

Figure 5. Arcimboldo,
Giuseppe."Vertumnus"
1590.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452- 1519) is the inventor of the anamorphosis. Leonardo’s ‘Eye and
Head of an Infant’ is often cited as the first example of anamorphic representation. Orosz wrote
an article for the Hungarian Review called “Leonardo's Secret Perspective” which tells the tale of
how the master began to hide his notes and sketches for fear that his ideas were being smuggled to
Germany. Since Leonardo is the inventor of the anamorphosis, these would be valuable secrets.
Remnants of his notes were bought nearly a century later by Benvenuto Cellini. Cellini proclaims,
“It was the most beautiful thing ever conceived by man … revealing the various ways in which
objects are foreshortened in depth, width and height. Leonardo had elaborated the rules of
foreshortening and explained them in words so simple that everybody who laid eyes on such a
work could immediately understand it.”
Artist Hans Holbein painted The Ambassadors (see fig 6) – it is the
most famous Anamorphic painting. There is a skull in the lower part of
the painting which is only visible from a certain view point. When the
painting was acquired by National Gallery in London, there was great
debate over the identity of this object in the foreground, the anamorphosis
of the skull, some considered it to be a ‘marine beast, French baguette, or
geological formation.’ One critic even went as far as to say it was ‘ugly.’
In his book The Ambassador and the Pharaoh, Orosz describes the first
time he saw this painting. He said the painting begged to be studied as it
Figure 6. Holbein, Hans.
“The Ambassadors” 1533.
would not give up its secrets at first glance. He wrote that he visited the
painting in the National Gallery every day or every other day, and he
studied the painting from every angle, as if he was questioning
the painting to determine the ‘correct’ angle. The perfect angle for viewing this work would have
been if the painting was hung at the top of the stairs and you were looking up at it from below. It is
an awkward position to assume for viewing in a museum. Orosz says the painting addresses the
viewer. Claiming, “Artists … always wished their work could change something within the
viewer.” Orosz wrote a blog post on Aug 30, 2016, calling into question the author of this early
anamorphosis. He suggested the anamorphosis may not have been created by Holbein after all,
and perhaps was painted in later by a different artist. Holbein never painted another anamorphic
image of any kind before or after The Ambassadors painting.
While the Holbein painting uses perspective to perceive its anamorphosis, Orosz favors
the second type of anamorphosis, using a cylindrical mirror to reflect his distorted images. Orosz
takes his anamorphosis drawings one step further, allowing the distorted image to take on its own
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meaning -- separate from the mirrored reflection. See figure 1, Orosz’s portrait of Edgar Allen Poe ‘The
Raven,’ demonstrates that the distorted anamorphic image can stand on its own. The image begins as a
beautifully illustrating a scene portraying the creator asleep at his desk, objects cluttered around him, a
shadow of raven flying above, a cup of coffee in hand. When a mirrored cylinder is placed upon the rim of
the wine glass, the image transforms morphing into the recognizable face of Edgar Allen Poe. Perhaps he not
only wanted his drawings to be seen as beautiful and make sense from any perspective, but also to whisper
a special secret to those who found the hidden gem. He heeded the criticisms of Holbein’s painting ‘The
Ambassador’ and found a way to overcome them. He mused in an article on his blog titled ‘RavenMorph,’…

Figure 7. The Raven without
the mirror. Orosz, Istvan.
"The Raven" 2006

Figure 8. The Raven with mirror. Orosz,
Istvan. "The Raven" 2006.

“Enigmas and illusion lead to the anamorphosis, a design technique well-known in the
Baroque and later forgotten. This two-dimensional technique uses a special point of view or a
mirroring object to reveal the secret of the distorted image. Of course, if you start to draw
anamorphoses, you have to understand geometry and need to study the science of perspective.
But once you take it up, sooner or later you will also fall in love with it. As for me, I already
want to get others to fall in love with anamorphoses”

Figure 9. Orosz, Istvan. "Raven-Morph" 2015. http://utisz.blogspot.com/2015/10/raven-morph.html

The article continues recounting how he created his anamorphosis drawing of Edgar Allen Poe.
He started with a portrait of Poe and flipped it, so the image would appear correctly when reversed
by a mirror. Next, he created a grid of eleven columns and nine lines over the image. Then turned
the grid upside down. Then, came the tricky part of using a compass to draw eleven circles
radiating from the center. He divided the circles into nine slices of pie. Then, he uses the grid to
redraw the portrait, placing the mirrored cylinder in place to check for any irregularities. The last
step is where Orosz shines: taking his design one step further, seeing how he can use these
distorted shapes to create a scene, and creating a non-distorted image that telling the viewer the
story behind the portrait. The resulting scene is a beautifully rendered drawing able to be viewed
on its own, and with the addition of a mirrored cylinder we can recognize the Poe portrait which
inspired the piece.
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Istvan Orosz does not do things lightly, there of course is a deeper symbology behind his
anamorphosis creations. Orosz says, “Anamorphosis can be the symbol of the culture of crisis –
the culture of changing viewpoints- but if it is the symbol of this crisis it is also the solution of this
crisis.” (Török 26) He’s challenging the viewer to think for himself, and question the world around
him, and to not just simply accept what has been put out in the media as the truth.
Although he sells prints of his engravings as fine art and has had numerous gallery
exhibitions, Orosz considers himself a designer. He says what he does is trivial compared to the
poetry of Sándor Petőfi, particularly the poem about patriotism he included in his early film, Ah,
America!, which he values as the ultimate form of fine art (Haiman). Orosz has found his purpose
not in beauty or poetry, but in visual communication. He has made it his job to communicate
information using his amassed visual vocabulary, and he does so in a way that leaves the viewer
with more questions than answers, but this is his goal, to make them think! His philosophy on
design is simple: let the art speak for itself.
“If you want to create a poster, try to explain your idea in a sentence. Then try to reduce
it, leave out phrases, attributes until you just have the bare essentials. When you do not
need any letter at all you are ready with the poster.” - Orosz
There is a deep sense of patriotism alive in Orosz. As we can gather from his remarks on
true art and beauty., and again in the 1984, film Ah America! To him there is nothing better than
one’s home country. After the Revolution of 1989, Orosz did not emigrate to another country. In
2008, he wrote about his thoughts in his limited-edition picture book The Drawn Time:
“During this time [the beginning of his career during the 1970s and 1980s] many emigrated
from Hungary. They went to live in other countries. The question came to my mind: would it
be possible to do just that same in terms of time? To be translated
somehow in other eras? I readily imagined myself within the course of
historical time: Renaissance, Baroque, Mannerism…” (Orosz, The Drawn
Time 11)
We can now begin to understand where he began to converse with the great
masters, learning their vocabulary as he did. In his mind, he traveled to the
Renaissance where he talked with Leonardo da Vinci, learning the rules of
foreshortening and how to use perspective grids, as he did. Orosz studied the
first anamorphic drawings. From Albrecht Dürer’s engravings he learned how
to take mammoth stories full of morals, lessons, and parables and boil them
down into a single composition with details the knowing viewer could interpret.
From the Mannerists such as Guiseppe Arcimboldo he learned how to keep
his viewers slightly unsure of the subject. While the Mannerists have a
Figure 10. Orosz, Istvan.
"West Side Story" 1996
tendency to elongate and exaggerate proportions, Orosz tends to flip
directions mid-picture, creating an instability in his work. He does this
to ensure that the viewer is an active participant in his artwork. He
wants the viewer to be unsure of his work. He or she cannot simply
glance at a work and come away with understanding.
The most obvious influence on Orosz’s work is M.C. Escher,
and he freely admits, “Escher is my favorite graphic artist.” Orosz has
created a few works of art in homage to Escher, one of them titled
‘The Well’ cites Escher as “the well” in which he dips his quill, a

Figure 11. Orosz, Istvan. “Escher in
Italy”1987.
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bottomless source of inspiration. Orosz wrote the following in his book The Drawn Time about
this work of art, its symbology, and how Escher is present in his works.
“In every artwork born in the present, somehow, within, hidden, perhaps unintentionally, are
the countless layers of cultural history, deposited one upon the other. Sometimes they may be
discerned, similarly to the wall of a profoundly deep well.”

Figure 13. Escher, M.C. “Still Life with
Spherical Mirror” 1934

Figure 12. Escher,
M.C. "Hand with
Reflecting Sphere"

Figure 14. Orosz, Istvan. “The Well (Hommage a
M.C. Escher)”1997-1998

Doris Schattschneider, Moravian math professor and Escher scholar, says Orosz has taken on the
challenges that Escher faced regarding the treatments of mirrors and reflections (Gehman). In her
book M.C. Escher's Legacy: A Centennial Celebration of which Orosz is a contributor, she has
found Escher’s notes and marks his frustrations with mirrors.
“The flat shape irritates me - I feel like telling my objects, you are too fictitious, lying there
next to each other static and frozen: Do something. Come off the paper and show me
what you are!” - M.C. Escher
Where Escher found himself trapped inside his spheres, only able to allow his audience to peer
inside their concave hole, Orosz brings us inside of the sphere. He has created drawings that slide
up off the page onto the 3D space of the cylinder.

Figure 17. Dalí, Salvador. “The
Persistence of Memory” 1931

Figure 18. Dalí, Salvador. “Swans
Reflecting Elephants” 1937

Figure 15. Orosz, István. “Dalí and the
Holy Family” 1988

Figure 19. Dalí, Salvador. “Mae
West Interior” 1938

Figure 16. Orosz, István. “Keresztút
(Crossroads)” 1998
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When Orosz’s work was exhibited in Bethlehem, Geoff Gehman wrote in The Morning
Call, Orosz [is] “a wonderful union of Escher's illusion and Dalí's delusion.” Orosz, like Escher, is
capable of creating the perfect illusion. A feat of mathematical expression and strict rules of
perspective, so good that it practically lifts off the page. Like Dalí, he is adept at making us
question the illustrations before our eyes. Orosz and Dali use symbols to communicate visually in
a way that they cannot with words. Dali’s melting clocks speak to us of time and relativity. His
work leaves us questioning how time works, is it fixed? Or does it melt before us? Dali was also a
fan of Guiseppe Arcimboldo, as we can see in his Mae West Interior using objects to recreate the
face of Mae West. In Orosz’s etching Dali and the Holy Family, he recreates the face of Dali
using the figures of the Holy family, a commentary on Dali’s sometimes wavering fascination with
the Catholic church. Both artists enjoy the pursuit of drawing impossible things. Dali’s painting of
elephants with impossibly long legs, and Orosz’s drawing of impossible structures that seem to fuse
with their reflections.

“There are some things I can imagine and draw. There are some that I can imagine, but I
cannot figure it out. The real question is: Can I draw what I cannot imagine? I'm just
interested in this alone!” - Orosz (“István Orosz: Archives”)

Figure 20. Orosz, István. 1993, Op-Ed, Russian
president Yeltsin’s call for a threefold
separation of powers (Kraus)

Figure 21. Orosz, István. 1993, Op-Ed, illustrated
the notion that Clinton didn’t know what he
wanted when choosing a Supreme Court nominee

Although he might not credit himself, István Orosz’s posters influenced the people of the
1989 revolution. Wielding this power so early in his career left him feeling it was his duty to
inform and communicate with the public and the world. Print’s article had opened the door to
international opportunities, and Orosz seized the chance to provide political commentary on
international political issues. Two of these pieces from the 1990s are shown above. One uses an
Escherian illusion to cast doubt upon Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s call for a threefold
separation of powers (Kraus 41). The other is a beautifully crafted etching of a man with a few too
many eyes. This one implies Bill Clinton did not know what he wanted when he was faced with
choosing a supreme court nominee (Kraus 17).
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In 1995, Orosz’s ‘Tovarishi Adieu’ poster
resurfaced as the Communists were voted back into
power in Hungary. This time the solider faces us and is
accompanied by the words “I am back, again” in English.
(Aulich 74) Orosz has continued his political work into
the present, using his skills to engage with other designers
in the ‘Golden Bee Global Biennale of Graphic Design
and Higher Academic School of Graphic Design.’ The
Figure 22. Orosz,
subject was the 100-year anniversary of the Great
István. “I am back
again!” 1995
October Socialist Revolution in Russia. He designed a
series of posters and used his blog to invite others to join.
He persuades designers to make posters that share their thoughts on the
Figure 23. Orosz, István.
subject, “being it positive, negative, neutral, or even making fun of it.”
2017 — It’s
Orosz encourages young designers and has taken on the role of a “1917-2017”
been exactly 100 years of the
mentor. He has spent time as a professor at the University of West
Great October Socialist
Hungary in Sopron. He has been a guest teacher at the University of the Revolution in Russia
Art and Craft in Budapest. He is a member of the Hungarian Art Academy and served as
Executive president of the Hungarian Art Academy until he resigned in 2007. He continues to be
a guest lecturer at many universities across Europe. (Török) He recently spoke in Moscow at the
Central House of Artists. His talk included a history of Hungarian Illustrators, which included his
wife Dora, and a demonstration of how he made his anamorphic illustration of ‘The Raven by
Edgar Allen Poe.’ He also uses his blog to converse and engage with the public, encouraging
others to join in creation with him.
Orosz continued to work as a director at Pannonia Film Studio until it closed in 2000.
Even without the studio he continued animation. The latest film he worked on is titled ‘A rajzoló
(The Drawer)’ and was released in 2014. The animated film is set in an Escherian world complete
with labyrinths, warped time, illusions, and looping logic. Throughout the film, the viewer does not
see the head of ‘the drawer.’ As he sits down to sketch we see the Drawer drawing a maze, walking
through the Escherian tessellated tiles, we glimpse the impossible maze before him, and then watch
as he pages through his sketch book of labyrinths. Toward the end of the film we see the Drawer’s
shadow revealing the head of a minotaur. Pannonia Film Studio reopened in 2017 as part of the
Hungarian Academy of Arts of which Orosz is a member.

Figure 24. Rodriguez, Edel.

Figure 25. Orosz, Istvan.

Figure 26. Hische, Jessica.

Figure 27. Glaser, Milton.

Figure 28. Scher, Paula
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Orosz’s work has not changed or evolved, it is as precise
and well-laid out as ever, and he remains a Hungarian Artist
proudly representing his country to all who see his work. Orosz
continues to work on posters to incite change. Most recently he
was part of a poster exhibition curated by Mirko Ilic to promote
Tolerance. Orosz’s poster design is displayed along with many
other contemporary designers such as Jessica Hische, Paula Scher,
Edel Rodriguez, Milton Glaser and many more. The exhibition
has traveled across the globe and is currently on display
simultaneously in six different countries. His editorial pieces also
continue to be published by U.S. newspapers. His work was
recently featured in The Washington Post, accompanying an
article about Woody Allen. Orosz crafted a portrait of Allen out
of a cityscape. Allen appears looming in the background peering,
into the private room of a girl surrounded by letters.

Figure 29. Orosz, Istvan. "Woody
Allen" 2018, The Washington Post

Since taking on his role as mentor, Orosz has passed along his love of double meanings
and illusions to many students. In December he exhibited along with one of his students at the van
Leer Institute in Jerusalem. The show’s theme was ‘ART OF UTOPIA.’ His student from the

Figure 30. Pethő, Veronika.
Art of Utopia, 2017. She was
Orosz’s Student

Figure 31. Orosz, Istvan. Art of Utopia, 2017

Sapron University, Veronika Pethő, designed a poster consisting of human figures stretched out
connecting forming a globe. Perhaps Orosz’s influence can be seen in the upsurge in use of
distorted images and anamorphosis for expressing sophisticated messages. The current summer
issue of How Design Magazine 2018 titled ‘Designing Wonder.’ The article, written by Jason
Tselentis, is about the use of optical illusions and discusses anamorphosis. While Orosz is not
mentioned directly, they describe and define anamorphosis, discuss M.C. Escher, and overall
explore the allure of using illusions in design.
While it might be tempting to go back further in time referencing Escher or Arcimboldo don’t skip
over Orosz! His work is challenging the viewer to continue the conversations he’s started. His
work uses the visual vocabulary of the masters before him to transport you to another time.
Perhaps he is asking us what those who came before us would think of the world today.
Conversely, maybe he is asking what the future generations will think looking back at the crisis of
today. He begs you to question the meaning of his illustrations. Without the groundwork of the
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masters, Orosz’s messages would not be as far reaching. His pioneering efforts lie in the way he
utilizes the tools he’s been given. Jason Tselentis writes, “Illusions get our attention, dazzle us and
make us want to keep looking. But in the end, it’s that sense of wonder that matters the most.” This
‘wonder’ is the very same principal found in all of Orosz’s work. Wonder is the very reason
behind why he uses the techniques he does. The artists mentioned in the article are pioneering
new ways of holding our attention, lifting design off of the page, and in some cases also using it to
imply deeper meaning the way Orosz has done.
Orosz became a design pioneer by consistently taking his work one step further. He began
with emblem books and went on to learn the secrets of the Renaissance masters. He studied the
masters’ paintings but learned more than just how to paint. He dove into other art forms
expanding his reach. He mastered two-dimensional design and strove to bring his work in to the
next dimension through film and catoptric anamorphosis drawings. He quickly mastered the
illusions, and mathematical art of those before him including Escher and he took up their
challenges. Lifting his drawings off the page in mirrors, but also respecting the viewer from afar.
Thus, fixing Holbein’s issue of “what is that thing?” He grew up in a country where options could
not be openly discussed, and now he shares his view internationally in editorial sections.

Figure 32. Lukova, Luba. Social
Justice, 2008

Figure 33. Lukova,
Luba. “Peace”

Figure 34.
Rodriguez, Edel.

Figure 35.
Rodriguez, Edel.
“Agent Orange”

Figure 36.
Rodriguez, Edel.

He’s made it his duty to use his skills in the most noble way as only fine art can. His work fosters
discussions, inquiry, and hopefully intrigue. His spirit can be found in the work of current poster
designers such as Luba Lukova and Edel Rodriguez. These designers have taken on a similar
political commentary, using visual vocabulary and juxtaposition to question our prejudices. They
don’t need words, but let the art speak for itself. The viewer is left to interpret meaning from the
work. We can only hope that there will be many more to follow who will rise to the call of
designing for the social good.
Orosz recognized the crisis of our culture of wavering viewpoints. Changing one’s opinion
is not the problem, the issue is not questioning your opinions. The world is quickly becoming
more and more connected. We need to adapt. In the words of Maya Angelou, “Do the best you
can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better.” We need to constantly be
asking ourselves is this the best we can do, and then follow Orosz’s influence and see if we can
take it a step further. Perhaps the real challenge today is not, lifting the image from the page, but
lifting the viewer’s gaze to meet another’s eyes.
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